
If we put together recent 
discoveries in neuroscience 
with Midrashic tradition we 
may be able to shed new 
light on the meaning of the 
central mystery of Yom 
Kippur: the two goats, 
identical in appearance, 
over which the High Priest 
cast lots, sacrificing one as 
a sin offering and sending 
the other, the scapegoat, 
into the wilderness to die. 
In past Covenant & 
Conversation essays on 
Acharei Mot, we have 
looked at the scapegoat as 
it figures in Jewish tradition 
and, in a very different 
way, in other cultures. But 
there are other dimensions 
of the rite that cry out for 
explanation. We argued 
that there were two goats 
because Yom Kippur 
represents a dual process of 
kappara, atonement, and 
tahara, purification, 
directed respectively at 
guilt and shame. But this 
does not explain why the 
two animals were required 
to be as similar as possible 
to one another, nor does it 
account for the role of 
casting lots (goralot). 
Presumably, these elements 
were designed to inspire 
feelings of awe and 
penitence on the part of the 
crowds that thronged the 
Temple on the holiest day 
of the year, but how and in 
what way? 

Over the centuries, the 
Sages sought to decipher 
the mystery. Two animals, 
alike in appearance but 
different in fate, suggests 
the idea of twins. This and 

other clues led the Midrash, the 
Zohar, and classic commentators 
such as Nahmanides and 
Abarbanel to the conclusion that 
in some sense, the two goats 
symbolized the most famous of all 
the Torah’s twins: Jacob and 
Esau. There are other clues too. 
The word se’ir, “goat,” is 
associated in the Torah with Esau. 
He and his descendants lived in 
the land of Seir. The word se’ir is 
related to sei’ar, “hairy,” which is 
how Esau was born: “his whole 
body was like a hairy 
garment” (Gen. 25:25). When 
Rebecca urged Jacob to pretend 
to be Esau in order to take Isaac’s 
blessing, Jacob said, “My brother 
Esau is a hairy [sa’ir] man while I 
have smooth skin” (Gen. 27:11). 
According to the Mishnah, a red 
thread was tied to the scapegoat, 
and “red” (Edom) was Esau’s 
other name. So there was a 
tradition that the scapegoat in 
some way symbolized Esau. 
Azazel, the mysterious place or 
entity for which the goat was 
intended, was Samael, Esau’s 
guardian angel. 

In particular, the phrase “two kids 
of the goats,” shnei se’irei izim, 
mentioned in the High Priest’s 
rites, reminds us of the very 
similar expression, “two kids of 
the goats,” shnei gedi’ei izim, 
mentioned in Genesis 27, the 
scene of Jacob’s deception. Isaac 
had asked Esau to catch him 
some wild game and prepare him 
a meal so that he could bless him. 
Rebecca tells Jacob to “Go out to 
the flock and bring me two choice 
kids of the goats, so I can prepare 
some tasty food for your father, 
the way he likes it. Such verbal 
parallels are not coincidental in 
the Torah. They are part of its 
sustained intertextuality, its finely 
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woven prose in which one 
verse sheds light on another. 
So the two goats of the High 
Priest’s service evoke in 
multiple ways the figures of 
Jacob and Esau, and 
specifically the scene in which 
Jacob pretended to be Esau, 
dressing in his clothes so that 
he would feel and smell like 
his brother. It was then, 
answering his father’s 
question, “Who are you, my 
son?” that Jacob said the 
words, “I am your firstborn 
Esau,” leading Isaac to say, 
“The voice is the voice of 
Jacob, but the hands are the 
hands of Esau” (Gen. 27:22). 

Who then were Esau and 
Jacob? What did they 
represent and how is this 
relevant to Yom Kippur and 
atonement? Midrashic tradition 
tends to portray Jacob as 
perfect and Esau as an evil-
doer. However, the Torah itself 
is far more nuanced. Esau is 
not a figure of evil. His father 
loved him and sought to bless 
him. The Sages say that in one 
respect – honoring his father – 
he was a supreme role model. 
And in Deuteronomy Moses 
commands, “Do not despise an 
Edomite [i.e., a descendant of 
Esau], because he is your 
brother” (Deut. 23:8). Esau in 
the Torah is not the epitome of 
evil. Rather, he is the man of 
impulse. We see this in the 
scene in which he sells his 
birthright to Jacob. Coming in 
one day exhausted by the 
hunt, he sees Jacob making 
lentil broth: He said to Jacob, 
“Quick, let me have some of 
that red stew! I’m famished!”… 
Jacob replied, “First sell me 
your birthright.” “Look, I am 
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about to die,” Esau said. “What good is the birthright to me?” But 
Jacob said, “Swear to me first.” So he swore an oath to him, 
selling his birthright to Jacob. Then Jacob gave Esau some bread 
and some lentil stew. He ate and drank, and then got up and left. 
So Esau despised his birthright. (Gen. 25:30–34) This vignette of 
Esau’s impetuosity – selling part of his heritage for the sake of a 
bowl of soup – is reinforced by the unique description of the 
action in the staccato form of five consecutive verbs (literally, 
“he ate, he drank, he rose, he left, he despised”). Every time we 
see Esau we have the impression of an impulsive figure always 
driven by the emotion of the moment, be it hunger, filial 
devotion, a desire for revenge or, at last, generosity of spirit. 

Jacob is the opposite. He does not give way to his feelings. He 
acts and thinks long-term. That is what he does when he seizes 
the opportunity to buy Esau’s birthright, when he works for 
seven years for Rachel (a period that “seemed to him but a few 
days”), and when he fixes terms with Laban for payment for his 
labor. Rebuking his son Joseph for the seeming 
presumptuousness of his dreams, the Torah tells us that the 
brothers were jealous of Joseph “but his father kept the matter in 
mind.” Jacob never acts impulsively. He thinks long and hard 
before deciding. Not only is impetuosity alien to him, he is also 
critical of it when he sees it in his children. On his death bed, he 
curses his three eldest sons in these words: Reuben, you are my 
firstborn….Unstable as water, you will not excel….Simeon and 
Levi…Cursed be their anger, so fierce, and their fury, so 
cruel!” (Gen. 49:3–7) Acting on the basis of anger and 
impetuosity is for him the sign of an unworthy personality with 
which he does not wish to be associated. 

What does all this have to do with sin, transgression, atonement, 
and two goats? Recent years have seen a revolution in our 
understanding of the human brain, and with it, the human mind. 
One key text was Antonio Damasio’s book Descartes’ Error. 
Damasio discovered something unusual about patients who had 
suffered brain damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex. 
Their ability to think remained unchanged, but their ability to feel 
dropped to almost zero. The result was that they found it 
impossible to make decisions. They would reason endlessly but 
fail to make their mind up on one course of action rather than 
another. Much subsequent work has shown that Descartes and 
Kant were wrong in their assertion that we are, first and 
foremost, rational animals.  

David Hume was right in his view that we are primarily                           
emotional beings who make decisions on the basis of feelings, 
desires, and drives of which we may be barely conscious. We 
justify our choices, but brain scans show that we may have 
made those choices before being aware that we had done so. 
We are more driven by emotion and less by reason than                         
Enlightenment thinkers believed. This discovery has led to new 
fields of study like behavioral economics (what people actually 
do rather than what theory says they do), emotional                                       
intelligence, and interdisciplinary studies linking neuroscience to 
morality and politics. 

We have, in fact, a dual-system or twin-track brain. This is what 
Daniel Kahneman is referring to in the title of his famous book 
Thinking, Fast and Slow. One track is rapid, instinctive,                     
emotional, and subconscious. The other is slower, conscious, 
deliberative, and calculating. The former allows us to react 
quickly to situations of immediate potential danger. Without it, 
we and our ancestors would not have survived. Many of our         
instinctive reactions are benign. It is natural to have empathy, 
and with it the tendency to feel other people’s pain and come to 
their aid. We develop a strong sense of attachment that leads us 
to defend members of our family or community. But not all               
instincts are benign. Anger, envy, jealousy, fear, hate, and the 
desire for revenge may once have been functional, but they are 
often deeply destructive in social situations. That is why the 
ability to “think slow,” to pause and reflect, matters so much. All 
animals have desires. Only human beings are capable of passing 
judgement on desires – of asking, should I or should I not              
satisfy this desire? 

These recent discoveries in neuroscience and related fields do 
not tell us something new. Rather, they have vindicated an  
ancient insight that was often obscured by Enlightenment       
rationalism. We cannot live, choose, or love without emotion. 
But one of the fundamental themes of Genesis is that not all 
emotion is benign. Instinctive, impulsive behavior can lead to 
violence. What is needed to be a carrier of God’s covenant is the 
ability to “think slow” and act deliberatively. That is the contrast 
between Isaac and Ishmael (of whom it was said, “He will be a 
wild donkey of a man; his hand will be against everyone and 
everyone’s hand against him,” Gen. 16:12). Even more so, it is 
the contrast between Jacob and Esau. Which brings us to              
Genesis 27 and the moment when Jacob dressed up in Esau’s 
clothes and said to his father, “I am Esau your firstborn.” The 
two goats of the High Priest’s service and the two goats                        
prepared by Rebecca symbolize our duality: “The hands are the 
hands of Esau but the voice is the voice of Jacob.” We each have 
an Esau and Jacob within us, the impulsive, emotional brain and 
the reflective, deliberative one. We can think fast or slow. Our 
fate, our goral, our life-script, will be determined by which we 
choose. Will our life be lived “to the Lord” or “to Azazel,” to the 
random vicissitudes of chance? 

This is the moral drama symbolized by the two goats, one           
dedicated “to the Lord,” the other “to Azazel” and released into 
the wilderness. The power of ritual is that it does not speak in 
abstractions – reason versus emotion, instinctual deferral rather 
than gratification. It is gripping, visceral, all the more so when it 
evokes, consciously or otherwise, the memory of the twins,  
Jacob and Esau, together at birth yet utterly divergent in their 
character and fate. Who am I? That is the question Yom Kippur 
forces us to ask. To be Jacob, we have to release and relinquish 
the Esau within us, the impulsiveness that can lead us to sell our 
birthright for a bowl of soup, losing eternity in the pursuit of 
desire. 



 

YOM HASHOAH COMMEMORATION 

YOM HASHOAH 

HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE DAY 

Wednesday, May 1, 2019, 8:00 P.M. 
GREAT NECK SYNAGOGUE 

INVITES YOU TO HEAR THE WARTIME EXPERIENCES OF 

RUTH MERMELSTEIN 

AS SHE RECALLS THE HORRIFYING YEARS THAT SHAPED HER 
CHILDHOOD 

IN MEMORY OF THE 6,000,000 JEWS WHO DIED IN THE                               
HOLOCAUST 

Program 

• Candle lighting ceremony for Holocaust survivors, their children and grandchildren 

• Poignant reflections on the Holocaust by RUTH MERMELSTEIN 

 

RUTH MERMELSTEIN 

Ruth Mermelstein, one of six siblings, was born in Sighet, part of northern Transylvania, 
Romania. In 1940 this area of Romania was given to Hungary, Germany’s ally.  
Soon afterwards, racial laws were imposed stripping Jews of their civil rights. Jewish men 
were sent into forced labor and Ruth’s father was sent to the Russian border. When the SS 
felt that these laborers were no longer useful, hundreds were locked into a building and it 
was set on fire. Ruth’s father escaped and made his way back to Sighet.  
Ruth’s family was forced into a ghetto until they were sent to Auschwitz. She and her          
sister, Elisabeth, were the only family members to survive. Together they worked as slave 
laborers in Auschwitz and were eventually transported to another camp working at an              
ammunition factory in IG Farben.  
As the war came nearer to an end the Russian army approached and Ruth was sent on a       
5-week death march to Bergen-Belsen Concentration Camp. On April 18, 1945 Ruth was 
liberated by British troops.  
Suffering from Tuberculosis, Ruth and her sister were transported to Sweden by the Red 
Cross. After several years in Sweden she met her husband, a survivor who lived in the U.S. 
They married and moved to the U.S. They lived in Bellmore where they raised two            
daughters.  
Ruth is a frequent speaker to students and visitors at the Holocaust Memorial and            
Tolerance Center in Glen Cove. 
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MAZAL TOVS & COMMUNITY NEWS Rabbi Polakoff’s shabbos drasha through 5779                    
is dedicated in memory of DOVID BEN NISSAN v’LEAH                 

For other such opportunities please contact               

Howard Wolf 516-643-3344 

OFFICE HOURS FOR RABBI POLAKOFF 

Tuesdays 10:00-12:00; Thursdays 1:00-3:00. He can           
always be reached via cell 516.637.3674/dpolakoff@gns.org.  

IF YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE WHO IS MOVING INTO THE  
GREAT NECK AREA PLEASE LET THE OFFICE KNOW. 

OHEL XTREME CHALLENGE CLASSIC 

On Sunday May 19, Tami Secunda-Kramer will be participating 
with a team of women from Great Neck, Team IMOVE & SWEAT, 
in the OHEL Xtreme Challenge at Camp  Kaylie. She will be           
challenging her body & testing her limits in support of children 
and adults with disabilities, foster children, children in OHEL's 3 
domestic violence shelters, and the elderly. Please donate to her 
page and help the Great Neck team be the highest fundraising 
team! Thank you! http://www.oheloxc.org/gntrainertami.  

MEN’S CLUB EVENT 

Sun. May 5th at 9:30 am: Join us this for the Annual Rabbinic 
Dialogue, hosted this year at Great Neck Synagogue. Panel will 
include Rabbis Polakoff, Lerner, Stecker and Feldmans.  

NORTH SHORE MIKVAH ASSOCIATION EVENT                   
Annual North Shore Mikvah Association event in memory of 
Belle Goldwyn z”l will be Tuesday May 14th at 7:15 pm in the 
GNS ballroom. The event is open to both men and women. 

ISRAEL BONDS EVENT 

Great Neck Synagogue Men’s Club and Young Israel of Great Neck 
together with Israel Bonds invite you on Tuesday, May 21st at 
8:00 pm with guest speaker Charley Harari. 

YOUNG FAMILY KIDDUSH LUNCHEON 

Join us for our annual young family Kiddush luncheon taking 
place on Shabbat May 11th. Great youth programming will be 
available. Cost is $54/family. Email jfrisch@gns.org to sign up.  

YOM HASHOAH COMMEMORATION 

Wednesday, May 1st at 8:00 pm: Please join us for a very 
moving program including a presentation by Ruth Mermelstein, 
a survivor who will share her powerful story. 

SISTERHOOD ANNUAL DINNER 

Tuesday, May 7th at 6:30 pm @ Cho-sen Village Restaurant. 
Speaker will be Janice Kaplan, author of “The Gratitude Diaries”, 
each attendee will receive a free book! Cost is $40/member and 
$45/non-members. Sponsorships are available.  

MENACHEM BEGIN LEGACY PROJECT EVENT 

Wednesday evening, May 15th at 8:30 pm. Join us for a 
very special event to learn more about the amazing life of         
Menachem Begin from Menachem Begin Heritage Center CEO 
Herzl Makov.  

SEUDAH SHLISHIT – MAY 4th
 

On Shabbat, May 4th
 GNS member Sophia Rein will speak at 

Seudah Shlishit about her recent Mission to Moldova with Ramaz 
High School which partnered with the Joint Distribution                             
Committee. Please join us to hear about her powerful and 
meaningful experience. 

MEOROT EVENTS 

Meorot Community Lecture & Fundraiser, featuring guest speaker 
Rabbi Zechariah Wallerstein, will be held on Monday, May 6 at 
8pm at the lovely home of Drs. Ada & Dov Berkowitz, 160 W. 
Shore Road in Kings Point.  
Meorot Open House on Thursday, May 16 at 7pm at NSHA  
Cherry Lane Campus. Dr. Gutkind and the Meorot Staff will be 
providing a hands on opportunity to learn about the program's 
curriculum and individualized approach. 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

The GNS Nominating Committee is meeting to select candidates 
for Board positions. If you have someone you would like to 
nominate please contact a member of the committee. 
Matt Ellis, Jack Lemonik, Mitchell Siegel, Yifat Mittleman, Marcy 
Aharon, Sara Feldschreiber and Ilana Kroll. 

Mazal Tov to Pia & Michael Shlomo on the Bar Mitzvah of 
their son Matt.  

Mazal Tov to Regina & Joe Gil on the Bar Mitzvah of their 
grandson Zachary Rosenblatt son of Daniella & Avi              
Rosenblatt.  

Mazal Tov to Addie & Avram Markowitz on the engagement 
of their son Daniel to Marsi Shapiro, daughter of Leslie & 
Harvey Shapiro of Great Neck.  

ARE YOU MAKING SCHLISSEL CHALLAH AFTER PESACH? 

If you are and would like to deliver one or more of your              
delicious homemade challahs to an ill or homebound member of 
our shul for Bikur Cholim, please email Diane Rein at  
drein@verizon.net or text her at (516) 522-1262 to get their  
contact information. It will really lift their spirits for Shabbat!  

WOMEN’S SHABBATON WITH JACKIE BITTON 

Shabbat May 10-11: High School Girls Oneg - RSVP at 
zehavaatlas18@gmail.com. Women’s Seudah Shlishit and shiur 
will be at 5:45 pm. 

Saturday, 29 Nisan 

Deena Heisler for Donald Heisler 
Eliot Heisler for Donald Heisler 

Sunday, 30 Nisan 

Alan Levy for Charlotte Levy 

David Smooha for Eliahu Smooha 

Monday, 1 Iyar 
Jacob Toledano for Moshe Toledano 

Roselin Wagner for David Wagner 
Devorah Wang for Samuel H Wang 

Tuesday, 2 Iyar 
Olga Gartenhaus for Joseph Einhorn 

Wednesday, 3 Iyar 
Ellen Siegel for Morris Givner 

Gerry Gut for Janine Gut 
Marcia Toledano for Isidore Karten 

Renee Krieger for Esther Kotler 
Rona Mittleman for Philip Kramer 
Jennifer Mrejen for Albert Zafrani 

Francine Mermelstein for Gitla Zimmerman 

Thursday, 4 Iyar 
Roslyn Dicker for Max Gottlieb 

Meryl Friedman for Anita Karten 

Friday, 5 Iyar 
Ron Braun for Robert Braun 

Peter Epstein for Isidore Epstein 

Ebrahim Gabbaizadeh for David Gabbaizadeh 

Abraham Glasman for Miriam Glasman 

Roselin Wagner for Reci Prebluda 

Aaron Seligson for Abraham Seligson 

Maurice Setton for Maurice Setton 

GNS PESACH UNUSED FOOD COLLECTION 

Please drop off your unused Passover canned and boxed items 
at the Lichter Garage on so they can be given to families in 
need. Drop off Sunday - Friday at 76 Berkshire Rd. (garage is 
on Margot Place) until May 10th. Thank You! 

http://www.oheloxc.org/gntrainertami
mailto:drein@verizon.net

